
true leaf 

WHO WEARE 

True Leaf Medicine International Ltd. is an innovative North American medical marijuana company dedicated to improving 
quality of life for people and their pets. 

Chair: Mike Harcourt: Former Mayor of Vancouver and Premier of British Columbia. 
CEO: Darcy Bomford: Three decades executive management experience in pet product marketing and manufacturing. 
Team: Pet and natural health industry e-commerce, finance, manufacturing and retail distribution experts.  

WHAT WE'RE DOING 

Securing a Niche: True Leaf has spotted an exceptional market opportunity in the fast growing $105B global pet industry and 
is carving a niche with hemp-focused natural pet products that are legal for sale across the globe. 
Revenue Planning: Predicted to achieve a $100M valuation over the next 5 years based on projected gross annual revenues of 
more than $30M. 
Building a Brand: The company has built a brand platform that resonates with consumers who are looking for innovative and 
relevant natural products. 

HOW WE'RE DOING IT-------------

Experience and Connections: Proven business execution and leadership with over 3 decades of manufacturing and marketing 
experience in the pet industry. 
Revenue Now: Strong product platforms with mass appeal, scalability and exceptional margins. First product launch occurred 
in Q4 of 2015 with hemp-based functional chews featuring hip+ joint, calming and antioxidant support for dogs. Access to 
over 9000 stores has allowed the company to successfully double sales in recent quarters; it is forecasted to continue this 
trend as demand continues and the product line is extended. 

Three Stage Strategy: 
Stage one (complete): Hemp-based functional chews for the natural pet product category in the USA, Canada and Europe. 
Stage two (in progress): Hemp-based line extensions to include multiple options for dogs and cats. 
Stage three (in progress): Veterinary hemp-based supplement for pets. 

WHO IS BUYING? 

The Market: $3.2B natural pet product market, $13.8B pet medication market, $2B North American medical marijuana market. 
Customer Profile: Baby boomers and health-conscious millennia ls looking for safe, natural and effective products that can 
provide quality of life for themselves and their pets. 

SHARE OUR SUCCESS 

True Leaf is currently seeking long-term strategic partners. The proceeds will allow for True Hemp™ line extensions and 
sales growth of True Leaf Pet products across the globe. For more information, call 778.475.5323 or email Kevin Bottomley 
at kevin@trueleaf.com. 
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